1.. Introduction {#s0001}
================

The theory of rigid graphs forms a fascinating research area in the intersection of graph theory, computational (algebraic) geometry, and algorithms. Besides being a very interesting mathematical subject, rigid graphs and the underlying theory of Euclidean distance geometry have a huge number of applications ranging from robotics \[[@cit0012], [@cit0025], [@cit0026]\] and bioinformatics \[[@cit0007], [@cit0016], [@cit0018], [@cit0019], [@cit0020]\] to sensor network localization \[[@cit0027]\] and architecture \[[@cit0010]\]. Upper and lower bounds on the number of realizations (embeddings) of rigid graphs are of great importance as they quantify the difficulty of the problem(s) at hand that we are interested in.

We first give some definitions, to set the context of our study. Let *G* be a graph and provide to $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ the Euclidean metric; in this way we obtain the Euclidean *d*-dimensional space. By specifying the coordinates of the vertices of *G* in $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ we obtain a *realization*, or *embedding*, of *G* in $\mathbb{R}^{d}$. If there is no continuous deformation of the graph that preserves the edge lengths, then the embedding is called *rigid*. A graph *G* is said to be *generically rigid* in $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ if and only if all of its generic realizations are rigid. In the case of $\mathbb{R}^{2}$ these graphs are also known as *Laman graphs*.

Given a generically rigid graph in $\mathbb{R}^{d}$, together with generic edge lengths, we can embed it in the Euclidean *d*-space in a finite number of ways, modulo rigid motions (translations and rotations). It is of great interest to provide tight bounds for the number of embeddings of such graphs, modulo rigid motions, for any *d*. Our results provide lower bounds for *d* = 2 and *d* = 3.

1.1.. Previous work {#s0001-0001}
-------------------

The first bounds on the number of realizations of rigid graphs, using degree bounds from algebraic geometry, are due to Borcea and Streinu \[[@cit0001]\]. They rely on the theory of distance matrices and on bounds of determinantal varieties. This results in the upper bounds $\binom{2n - 4}{n - 2} = \Theta\left( 4^{n}/\sqrt{n} \right)$ for graphs in 2D, and $\frac{2^{n - 3}}{n - 2}\binom{2n - 6}{n - 3} = \Theta\left( 8^{n}/\left( n\sqrt{n} \right) \right)$ for graphs in 3D, where *n* denotes the number of vertices. Steffens and Theobald \[[@cit0023]\] improved these bounds by exploiting the sparsity of the underlying polynomial systems. These bounds were further improved by applying additional tricks to take advantage of the sparsity and the common sub-expressions that appear in the polynomial systems \[[@cit0009], [@cit0008]\]. A direct application of the mixed volume techniques, which roughly speaking capture the sparsity of a polynomial system, yields a bound of 4^*n*\ −\ 2^ for the planar case. If we also take into account the degree of the vertices, then in the 2D case, for a Laman graph with *k* ⩾ 4 degree-2 vertices, the number of planar embeddings of *G* is bounded from above by 2^*k*\ −\ 4^4^*n*\ −\ *k*^. For the 3D case, when the graph is the 1-skeleton of a simplicial polyhedron with *k* ⩾ 9 degree-3 vertices, then the number of embeddings is bounded from above by 2^*k*\ −\ 9^8^*n*\ −\ *k*^.

The state-of-the-art result is the recent paper \[[@cit0004]\] that provides an algorithm for computing the number of complex realizations of Laman graphs. The algorithm recursively computes these numbers by lifting the problem to pairs of graphs. Arguments from tropical geometry are used to show the correctness of the algorithm, while the computations themselves are then purely combinatorial (an implementation can be found at \[[@cit0002]\]). With help of the algorithm, the number of realizations of all Laman graphs up to 12 vertices were computed. We exploit these data in the present paper.

The first lower bounds for graphs in 2D were 24^⌊(*n*\ −\ 2)/4⌋^ (approx. 2.21^*n*^) and 2 · 12^⌊(*n*\ −\ 3)/3⌋^ (approx. 2.29^*n*^), that exploited a gluing process using a caterpillar, resp., fan construction \[[@cit0001]\], see also \[[@cit0009]\]. Both constructions use the three-prism graph (sometimes also called Desargues graph) as a building block, which is a graph with 6 vertices and 24 embeddings. More recent lower bounds are 2.30^*n*^ from \[[@cit0006]\] and 2.41^*n*^ from \[[@cit0015]\]. For graphs in 3D, the only known lower bound is 16^⌊(*n*\ −\ 3)/3⌋^ (approx. 2.52^*n*^) for *n* ⩾ 9, which uses a cyclohexane caterpillar as building block \[[@cit0009]\].

1.2.. Our contribution {#s0001-0002}
----------------------

We present lower bounds on the maximal number of planar, resp., spatial, embeddings (up to rigid motions) of minimally rigid graphs with a prescribed number of vertices. However, we relax the condition that the embeddings take place in $\mathbb{R}^{d}$. Instead, we compute the number of *complex* Euclidean embeddings, that is embeddings in $\mathbb{C}^{d}$. In this complex setting, even the edge lengths may be assumed to be complex numbers. Clearly, the number of complex embeddings is an upper bound on the number of real embeddings.

Using the novel algorithm developed in \[[@cit0004]\], we compute the exact number of planar embeddings for graphs with a relatively small number of vertices. In contrast, the number of spatial embeddings is computed probabilistically by means of Gröbner bases. Then we introduce techniques to "glue" an arbitrary number of such small graphs in order to produce graphs with a high number of vertices (and edges) that preserve rigidity. The gluing process (see [Sections 2.1](#s0002-0001){ref-type="sec"} and [3.1](#s0003-0001){ref-type="sec"}) allows us to derive the number of embeddings of the final graph from the number of embeddings of its components, and in this way we derive a lower bound for the number of embeddings in $\mathbb{C}^{2}$ ([Theorem 5](#enun0005)) and in $\mathbb{C}^{3}$ ([Theorem 7](#enun0007)). We emphasize that the gluing techniques are quite general and can be extended to arbitrary dimensions. Moreover, to identify those small graphs that realize the maximum number of embeddings and that can be the building blocks for the gluing process, we perform extensive experiments. We use the state-of-the-art computer algebra tools to count the number of embeddings as the maximum number of complex solutions of polynomial systems.

If we were able to compute the number of embeddings of the small graphs in $\mathbb{R}^{d}$, for example, by using the approach proposed in \[[@cit0006]\], then we could transfer our lower bounds on the complex embeddings to the number of real embeddings, by applying the very same gluing process; see also \[[@cit0015]\] for gluing processes using the caterpillar graph. There it is also hinted that the numbers of real and complex embeddings do not match in general. It is a very interesting problem to quantify this gap. On the one hand, one can construct infinite families of graphs for which the ratio between real and complex embeddings tends to zero. On the other hand, there are graphs, see \[[@cit0006]\] for a nontrivial example, where edge lengths can be found such that there exist as many real embeddings as complex ones.

1.3.. Organization of the paper {#s0001-0003}
-------------------------------

The paper is structured as follows: First ([Section 2](#s0002){ref-type="sec"}), we present the construction of the lower bounds for the planar case, and in [Section 3](#s0003){ref-type="sec"}, we present the lower bounds for the spatial case. In [Section 2.1](#s0002-0001){ref-type="sec"}, we describe three constructions (gluing processes) for producing infinite families of rigid graphs. Then, in [Section 2.2](#s0002-0002){ref-type="sec"}, we discuss several strategies to identify expedient graphs that are suitable for these constructions. They lead to new lower bounds, which is discussed in [Section 2.3](#s0002-0003){ref-type="sec"}

Throughout the paper, we represent a graph by the integer obtained by flattening the upper triangular part of its adjacency matrix and interpreting this binary sequence as an integer. For further details, we refer to the Appendix. There we also collect the encodings of all graphs mentioned throughout the paper.

2.. Dimension 2 {#s0002}
===============

We begin our study with the case of planar embeddings. For this purpose, we recall the definitions of some fundamental notions. The goal in this section is to derive lower bounds for the quantity *M*~2~(*n*), introduced in [Definition 2](#enun0002) below.

A *Laman graph* \[[@cit0017]\] is a graph *G* = (*V*, *E*) such that \|*E*\| = 2\|*V*\| − 3, and such that \|*E*′\| ⩽ 2\|*V*′\| − 3 holds for every subgraph *G*′ = (*V*′, *E*′) of *G*.

For a Laman graph *G* = (*V*, *E*), we define Lam~2~(G), called the *Laman number* of *G*, to be the number of (complex) planar embeddings that a generic labeling $\left. \lambda:E\rightarrow\mathbb{C} \right.$ (the "edge lengths" of *G*) admits. Moreover, we define *M*~2~(*n*) to be the largest Laman number that is achieved among all Laman graphs with *n* vertices.

In \[[@cit0014]\], Laman graphs are characterized to be constructible from a single edge by a sequence of two types of steps (see [Figure 1](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). We call them Henneberg steps of type 1 and type 2, respectively. The steps of type 2 can be further classified according to additional occurring edges. Figure 1.Henneberg steps of different types in dimension 2; A dashed line indicates that this edge can exist but does not need to.

It is well known that a Henneberg step of type 1 always increases the Laman number by a factor of 2. So far it is not known by which factor a Henneberg step of type 2 might increase the Laman number. As mentioned in \[[@cit0015]\], there are Henneberg steps of type 2 which do increase the Laman number by a factor of less than 2. Vertex splitting is another construction preserving rigidity (see [Figure 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). In \[[@cit0015]\], it is shown that vertex splitting increases the Laman number by a factor of at least two. Henneberg steps of type 2a and 2b are special cases of vertex splitting. Hence, only type 2c can yield a factor of less than two. [Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"} shows some increases of Laman numbers, given a certain Laman graph *G* and constructing a new one *G*′ by a single Henneberg step. Figure 2.Vertex splitting.Table 1.Henneberg constructions and increase of Laman numbers.Type*G*Lam~2~(G)*G*′Lam~2~(G′)Factor2c12699955631004235961.712c791624481867441.832b186013321709892141364.252c183548321709892141364.252c2004214264111779895533445.372c4593214614128223016285058048086.312c1248809223262256296033473217494919767.722c17109096472959135121500659250747821590648169.41

2.1.. Constructions {#s0002-0001}
-------------------

We discuss different constructions of infinite families of Laman graphs $\left( G_{n} \right)_{n \in \mathbb{N}}$ with *G~n~* having *n* vertices. We do this in a way such that we know precisely the Laman number for each member of the family. This directly leads to a lower bound on *M*~2~(*n*). The ideas of these constructions are described in \[[@cit0001]\]; they were used to get lower bounds by connecting several three-prism graphs at a common basis. Here, we generalize them in order to connect any Laman graphs at an arbitrary Laman base. We present three such constructions.

### 2.1.1.. Caterpillar construction {#s0002-0001-0001}

The "caterpillar construction" \[[@cit0001]\] works as follows: place *k* copies of a Laman graph *G* = (*V*, *E*) in a row and connect every two neighboring ones by means of a shared edge (see [Figure 3](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). Alternatively, one can let all *k* graphs share the same edge. In any case, the resulting assembly has 2 + *k*(\|*V*\| − 2) vertices and its Laman number is Lam~2~(G)^k^, since each of the *k* copies of *G* can achieve all its Lam~2~(G) different embeddings, independently of what happens with the other copies. Hence, among all Laman graphs with *n* = 2 + *k*(\|*V*\| − 2) vertices there exists one with Lam~2~(G)^k^ embeddings. If the number of vertices *n* is not of the form 2 + *k*(\|*V*\| − 2), then we can use the previous caterpillar graph with ⌊(*n* − 2)/(\|*V*\| − 2)⌋ copies of *G* and perform some Henneberg steps of type 1; as we mentioned earlier, each of these steps doubles the Laman number. Summarizing, for any Laman graph *G*, we obtain the following lower bound from the caterpillar construction: $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{M_{2}\left( n \right)} & \geqslant & 2^{(n - 2)\!\!\!\!\!\!\mspace{600mu}\operatorname{mod}\;(|V| - 2)} \\
 & & {\cdot {Lam}_{2}\left( G \right)^{\lfloor(n - 2)/(|V| - 2)\rfloor}\left( n \geqslant 2 \right).} \\
\end{array}$$Figure 3.Caterpillar construction with four copies of the three-prism graph.

### 2.1.2.. Fan construction {#s0002-0001-0002}

The second construction we employ is called "fan construction": take a Laman graph *G* = (*V*, *E*) that contains a triangle (i.e., a 3-cycle), and glue *k* copies of *G* along that triangle (see [Figure 4](#f0004 f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Once we fix one of the two possible embeddings of that triangle, each copy of *G* admits Lam~2~(G)/2 embeddings. The remaining Lam~2~(G)/2 embeddings are obtained by mirroring, i.e., by using the second embedding of the common triangle. Similarly as before, the assembled fan is a Laman graph with 3 + *k*(\|*V*\| − 3) vertices that admits 2 · (Lam~2~(G)/2)^k^ embeddings. Hence, we get the following lower bound: $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{M_{2}\left( n \right)} & \geqslant & {2^{(n - 3)\!\!\!\!\!\!\mspace{600mu}\operatorname{mod}\;(|V| - 3)} \cdot 2} \\
 & & {\cdot \left( \frac{{Lam}_{2}\left( G \right)}{2} \right)^{\!\lfloor(n - 3)/(|V| - 3)\rfloor}\left( n \geqslant 3 \right).} \\
\end{array}$$While the caterpillar construction can be done with any Laman graph, this is not the case with the fan. For example, the Laman graph with 12 vertices displayed in [Figure 6](#f0006){ref-type="fig"} has no 3-cycle and therefore cannot be used for the fan construction (see also [Table 4](#t0002){ref-type="table"}). Figure 4.Fan construction with four copies of the three-prism graph.

### 2.1.3.. Generalized fan construction {#s0002-0001-0003}

As a third construction, we propose a generalization of the fan construction: instead of a triangle, we may use any Laman subgraph *H* = (*W*, *F*) of *G* for gluing. Using *k* copies of *G*, we end up with a fan consisting of \|*W*\| + *k*(\|*V*\| − \|*W*\|) vertices and Laman number at least ${Lam}_{2}\left( H \right) \cdot \left( {Lam}_{2}\left( G \right)/{Lam}_{2}\left( H \right) \right)^{k}$. Here, we assume that the embeddings of *G* are divided into *L*(*H*) equivalence classes of equal size, by considering two embeddings of *G* as equivalent if the induced embeddings of *H* are equal (up to rotations and translations). If this assumption was violated, the resulting lower bound would be even better; thus we can safely state the following bound: $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{M_{2}\left( n \right)} & \geqslant & {2^{(n - |W|)\!\!\!\!\!\!\mspace{600mu}\operatorname{mod}\;(|V| - |W|)} \cdot {Lam}_{2}\left( H \right)} \\
 & & {\cdot \left( \frac{{Lam}_{2}\left( G \right)}{{Lam}_{2}\left( H \right)} \right)^{\!\lfloor(n - |W|)/(|V| - |W|)\rfloor}\left( n \geqslant \middle| W \middle| \right).} \\
\end{array}$$Note that the previously described fan construction is a special instance of the generalized fan, by taking as the subgraph *H* a triangle with Lam~2~(H) = 2. Similarly, also the caterpillar construction can be seen as a special case, by taking for *H* a graph with two vertices and Laman number 1. To indicate the subgraph of a generalized fan construction, we also write *H*-fan. Using our encoding for graphs the usual fan would be denoted by 7-fan. The fan fixing the four-vertex Laman graph is then denoted by 31-fan. [Figure 5](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} shows these bases. Figure 5.Bases for the generalized fan construction and their encodings.

2.2.. Rigid graphs with many embeddings {#s0002-0002}
---------------------------------------

In order to get good lower bounds, we need particular Laman graphs that have a large number of embeddings. For this purpose, we have computed the Laman numbers of all Laman graphs with up to *n* = 12 vertices. We did so using the algorithm of \[[@cit0004]\] (see \[[@cit0002]\] for an implementation and \[[@cit0003]\] for a streamlined extended abstract). For each 3 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 12, we have identified the (unique) Laman graph with the highest number of embeddings. We present these numbers in [Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"} and the[](#t0003 t0004){ref-type="table"} corresponding graphs for 6 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 12 appear in [Figure 6](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 6.Unique Laman graphs with 6 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 12 with maximal number of embeddings (see [Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}, encodings see [Table 8](#t0008){ref-type="table"}).Table 2.Minimal and maximal Laman number among all *n*-vertex Laman graphs; the minimum is 2^*n*\ −\ 2^ and it is achieved, for example, on Laman graphs that are constructible by using only Henneberg steps of type 1. The row labeled with "lower" contains the bounds from \[[@cit0009]\].*n*6789101112min1632641282565121024*M*~2~(*n*)245613634488022886180lower244896288576------

There are 44,176,717 Laman graphs with 12 vertices, and therefore it was a major undertaking to compute the Laman numbers of all of them; it took 56 processor days to complete this task. Hence, it is unrealistic to do the same for all Laman graphs with 13 or more vertices. In order to proceed further, we developed some heuristics to construct graphs with very high Laman numbers, albeit not necessarily the highest one. The properties that we formulate for the families *T*(*n*) and *S*(*n*) below are inspired by inspecting the few known graphs that achieve the maximal Laman number *M*~2~(*n*) (see [Figure 6](#f0006){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}). More precisely, we consider the set *T*(*n*) of Laman graphs with *n* vertices that satisfy the following additional properties.

We say that a Laman graph *G* = (*V*, *E*) with *n* vertices is an element of *T*(*n*) iff *G* is a planar graph, that is, it can be embedded in the plane without crossings of edges.Each vertex of *G* has degree 3 or 4; in this case the Laman condition ([Definition 1](#enun0001)) implies that there are exactly 6 vertices of degree 3 and $\left| V \middle| - \text{6} \right.$ vertices of degree 4.There are precisely two 3-cycles, and the number of 4 cycles is $\left| V \middle| - \text{3} \right.$. Note that we count only nontrivial cycles all of whose edges are distinct. Moreover, the 3-cycles are disjoint, that is, they do not share an edge. By Euler\'s formula the number of faces (including the outer, unlimited one) is given by $\left. \text{2} - \middle| V \middle| + \middle| E \middle| = \middle| V \middle| - \text{1} \right.$, and hence each of the cycles is the boundary of a face.

These properties are quite selective: for example, the set *T*(12) contains only 18 (out of 44 million!) Laman graphs, and the set *T*(18) has the manageable cardinality 188. For *n* ⩽ 11 we have that $\max_{G \in T(n)}\left( {{Lam}_{2}\left( G \right)} \right) = M_{2}\left( n \right)$. In contrast, the 12-vertex graph with the highest Laman number is not in *T*(12), since it is not planar and does not have any 3-cycles. Nevertheless, it satisfies the condition on the vertex degrees. Furthermore, the graph with the highest Laman number in *T*(12) is the graph with the second highest Laman number with 12 vertices. Hence, it is also the graph with the highest Laman number which does contain a 3-cycle. For 13 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 18, we have constructed all Laman graphs *T*(*n*) and among them identified the one with the highest Laman number. We summarize the results in [Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}; the corresponding graphs are displayed in [Figure 6](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}. Table 3.With *M~T~*(*n*) we denote the maximal Laman number of the graphs in *T*(*n*). In the row below we give the highest Laman numbers that we have found so far by looking at graphs in *S*(*n*) (exhaustive for *n* ⩽ 15 but incomplete for *n* \> 15).*n*12131415161718*M~T~*(*n*)595215,05639,696105,384277,864731,3361,953,816*M~S~*(*n*)618015,53642,780112,752312,636870,4142,237,312

We have seen that for 12 vertices the maximal graph in *T*(12) is not the one with the highest Laman number. The same holds true for 13 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 18, which can be seen by looking at a different family of graphs: We observed that the graphs which are known to be maximal according to their Laman number are Hamiltonian, i.e., they contain a path that visits each vertex exactly once (Hamiltonian path). Hence, we focus on Hamiltonian graphs. The problem is that they cover still around 2/3 of all Laman graphs (at least for small *n*). Therefore, we considered other properties of the known graphs with maximal Laman number. One of these properties is the symmetry of a certain embedding.

We say that a Laman graph *G* = (*V*, *E*) is an element of *S*(*n*) iff *G* is Hamiltonian, i.e., it contains a Hamiltonian cycle *H*.There exists a circular embedding, i.e., an embedding ρ such that ρ(*v*) lies on the same circle for all *v* ∈ *V*, and *H* is embedded on a regular *n*-gon.The figure obtained by the embedding is point, resp., line symmetric for an even, resp., odd number of vertices.

One can see that the maximal Laman graphs up to 12 vertices fulfill these symmetry properties ([Figure 8](#f0007 f0008){ref-type="fig"}).

We computed the Laman numbers of all graphs in *S*(*n*) up to *n* = 15. Unfortunately, for larger *n* the set *S*(*n*) still contains too many graphs. For *n* = 15 there are already 85,058 such graphs. Performing the computations on a subset of *S*(*n*) yields the graphs shown in [Figure 9](#f0009 f0010 f0011){ref-type="fig"}.

2.3.. Lower bounds {#s0002-0003}
------------------

We now use these results to derive new and better lower bounds than the previously known ones. We apply the caterpillar construction to the Laman graphs with the maximal number of embeddings for 6 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 12, and for 13 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 18 we use the graphs found by exploring the set *S*(*n*) (see [Figure 9](#f0009){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}). The fan construction is applied to the maximal Laman graphs for 6 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 11 only, since it is not applicable to the maximal graph with 12 vertices ([Figure 6](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, for the remaining cases, 12 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 18, the fan construction is applied to the maximal graph in *T*(*n*). In [Table 4](#t0004){ref-type="table"}, the results obtained by these graphs are written in a separate column. The results in the next column are obtained by randomly found graphs which contain a triangle and have a higher Laman number than the one in *T*(*n*). Table 4.Growth rates (rounded) of the lower bounds. For *n* ⩽ 12 these values are proven to be the best achievable ones; for *n* \> 12 the values are just the best we found by experiments, hence it is possible that there are better ones. The drawings of the graphs corresponding to the last three columns are given in [Figure 5](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. The encodings for the graphs can be found at: caterpillar ([Table 8](#t0008){ref-type="table"}), fan *T*(*n*) ([Table 9](#t0009){ref-type="table"}), fan ([Table 11](#t0011){ref-type="table"}), 31-fan ([Table 12](#t0012){ref-type="table"}), 254-fan ([Table 13](#t0013){ref-type="table"}), 223-fan and 239-fan ([Table 14](#t0014){ref-type="table"}), 7916-fan ([Table 15](#t0015){ref-type="table"}).*n*caterpillarfan *T*(*n*)fan31-fan254-fan7916-fan62.213362.28943 22---72.236852.30033 2.289432282.267722.32542 2.300332.28943292.303382.35824 2.352162.300332.28943102.333782.38581 2.358242.352162.30033112.361962.41159 2.385812.358242.35216122.393862.43198 2.430062.398022.35824132.404532.441562.444982.447722.421972.39802142.431852.458682.460872.463912.442512.42197152.446952.47445 2.470762.450312.42906162.468902.48657 2.487942.471662.43712172.488752.496682.497792.491602.480432.46341182.493782.50798    

For 7 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 11, we also tried the generalized fan construction: among all Laman graphs whose vertex degrees are at least 3---we can exclude Laman graphs that have vertices of degree 2 since they can be derived from a smaller graph by Henneberg steps of type 1, thereby only doubling the embedding number---we selected all graphs that have the four-vertex Laman graph as a subgraph. Then we computed their Laman numbers in order to find the maximum that can be achieved among those graphs. Until 12 vertices the lower bounds, according to ([3](#m0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}), are not as good as those obtained by the standard fan construction. For higher *n*, randomly found graphs show improvements over the fan construction for the graphs we have found. Note that since the graphs are found only randomly this does not show any results on whether the factors are indeed better.

From [Table 4](#t0004){ref-type="table"} ([Figure 11](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}), we can see the bound 2.28943^*n*^ obtained in \[[@cit0001]\], 2.30033^*n*^ from \[[@cit0006]\], and 2.41159^*n*^ from \[[@cit0015]\], as well as the current improvements obtained in this paper. By instantiating Formula ([2](#m0002){ref-type="disp-formula"}) with the last Laman graph in [Figure 7](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}, which has 18 vertices and Laman number 1953816, we obtain the following theorem. Figure 7.Laman graphs in *T*(*n*) with 12 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 18 vertices; for each *n* the graph with the largest Laman number among the Laman graphs in *T*(*n*) is displayed. The corresponding Laman numbers are given in [Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"} (encodings see [Table 9](#t0009){ref-type="table"}).Figure 8.Circular embedding of the Laman graphs with maximal Laman numbers for 6 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 12. Note that these are the same graphs that are displayed in [Figure 6](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 9.For *n* = 13, ..., 18, we display the graph from *S*(*n*) with the highest Laman number (given in [Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}) found so far (encodings see [Table 10](#t0010){ref-type="table"}).Figure 10.Laman graphs with 7 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 12 vertices that have the four-vertex Laman graph (encoded as 31) as a subgraph; below their Laman numbers are given. In some cases, there are several Laman graphs with this subgraph property and with the same Laman number, but among all Laman graphs that have this subgraph there does not exist one with higher Laman number (encodings see [Table 12](#t0012){ref-type="table"}).Figure 11.Growth rates of the lower bounds (red = caterpillar construction, blue = fan construction, green = 31-fan construction, fuchsia = 254-fan construction, brown = 7916-fan construction). The light colors indicate values that were not found by exhaustive search and which therefore could possibly be improved.

The maximal Laman number *M*~2~(*n*) satisfies $$M_{2}\left( n \right) \geqslant 2 \cdot 2^{(n - 3){mod}15} \cdot 976908^{\lfloor(n - 3)/15\rfloor}.$$This means *M*~2~(*n*) grows at least as $\left( \!\sqrt[15]{976908} \right)^{n}$, which is approximately 2.50798^*n*^. In other words $\left( \,\sqrt[15]{976908} \right)^{n} \in \mathcal{O}\left( M_{2}\left( n \right) \right)$.

3.. Dimension 3 {#s0003}
===============

A generalization of the counting condition to three dimensions would suggest that a graph *G* = (*V*, *E*) needs to fulfill \|*E*\| = 3\|*V*\| − 6, and \|*E*′\| ⩽ 3\|*V*′\| − 6 for every subgraph *G*′ = (*V*′, *E*′) of *G* in order to be rigid. Unlike the two-dimensional case, this definition is necessary but not sufficient for generic minimal rigidity. An example of a graph which is not minimally rigid in dimension 3 can already be found in \[[@cit0021]\]. We are interested in lower bounds on *M*~3~(*n*), which is the three-dimensional analog of *M*~2~(*n*).

Let *G* = (*V*, *E*) be a graph. We call *G* a Geiringer graph,[^1^](#fn0001){ref-type="fn"}[^2] if there exists only a finite number of (complex) spatial embeddings in $\mathbb{C}^{3}$, given a generic labeling $\left. \lambda:E\rightarrow\mathbb{C} \right.$ of the edges of *G*.

For a Geiringer graph *G*, we define Lam~3~(G), called the *3D-Laman number* of *G*, to be this finite number of (complex) embeddings. Moreover, we define *M*~3~(*n*) to be the largest 3D-Laman number that is achieved among all Geiringer graphs with *n* vertices.

In \[[@cit0024]\], Geiringer graphs are shown to be constructible from a triangle graph by a sequence of three types of steps (see [Figure 12](#f0012){ref-type="fig"}). Steps of type 1 and type 2 preserve rigidity (see \[[@cit0024]\]). The steps of type 3 can be further classified according to whether the two chosen edges have a common vertex or not. Note that every Geiringer graph can be constructed using such steps \[[@cit0024], Prop. 4.1, 4.4, 4.5\], but not every construction by these steps is indeed minimally rigid, i.e., rigidity is not necessarily preserved by steps of type 3. Indeed type 3v does not even preserve the vertex-edge-count for subgraphs (see [Figure 13](#f0013 f0014 f0015){ref-type="fig"}). However, there are certain subclasses of type 3 steps for which rigidity is preserved (see, for instance, \[[@cit0024], [@cit0013], [@cit0005]\]). Figure 12.Henneberg steps of different types in dimension 3; a dashed line indicates that this edge can exist but does not need to.Figure 13.Flexible graph constructed by a Henneberg move of type 3.

In the following, we construct Geiringer graphs by the above-mentioned moves, removing those which turn out to be non-rigid. By this procedure, we get all Geiringer graphs with up to 10 vertices. The computation of the number of realizations is done by Gröbner bases: The coordinates of the vertices are obtained as the solutions of a system of (quadratic) polynomial equations. Instead of keeping the edge lengths generic (by introducing a symbolic parameter for each edge), we insert random numbers (integers) for the edge lengths. Otherwise the computation would not be feasible at all. Moreover, for further speed-up, we compute the Gröbner basis only modulo a sufficiently large prime number *p* so that the occurrence of large rational numbers is avoided. In other words, the Gröbner basis computation takes place over the finite field $\mathbb{Z}_{p}$. In order to get high confidence into the results, we did each computation at least three times, with different random choices of the parameters. If we get the same result three times, we can be rather sure to have the correct number. However, we want to make the reader aware of the fact, that it is a probabilistic method. Although we have a strong evidence for the computed 3D-Laman numbers, they are not rigorously proven to be correct.

Still, computing the 3D-Laman numbers for all Geiringer graphs of 10 vertices was a major undertaking. By applying the Henneberg steps depicted in [Figure 12](#f0012){ref-type="fig"} in all possible ways, we obtained 747,065 graphs that potentially had the property of being minimally rigid (our Gröbner basis computations suggested that 612,884 of them indeed have this property). In our implementation, we do some preprocessing on the graphs in order to create polynomial systems with as few variables as possible: for example, we remove vertices of valency 3 (i.e., revert Henneberg steps of type 1), and compensate by multiplying the final Laman number by 2 for each removed vertex. Another optimization consists in identifying the largest tetrahedral subgraph, i.e., the largest subgraph that can be constructed by Henneberg steps of type 1, starting from a triangle. This subgraph is considered when fixing some vertices of the graph, in order to deal with rotations and translations. Then we call the fast FGb \[[@cit0011]\] implementation of Gröbner bases in Maple, for determining the number of solutions of the constructed polynomial system. Executing this program once for all 747,065 graphs took about 162 days of CPU time, using Xeon E5-2630v3 Haswell 2,4Ghz CPUs. However, the computations were run in parallel so that the result was obtained after a few days. This means that in average it took about 19 s to determine the 3D-Laman number of a graph with 10 vertices, but the timings vary a lot: graphs which can be constructed by Henneberg steps of type 1 require almost no time, due to our preprocessing, while the Gröbner basis computation for some graphs takes several hours (up to 16 hours).

It is easy to see that a Henneberg step of type 1 always increases the 3D-Laman number by a factor of 2. So far it is not known by which factor a Henneberg step of type 2 or type 3 might increase the 3D-Laman number. [Table 5](#t0005){ref-type="table"} summarizes some increases of 3D-Laman numbers, given a certain Geiringer graph *G* and constructing a new one *G*′ by a single Henneberg step. Table 5.Henneberg constructions and increase of 3D-Laman numbers.Type*G*Lam~3~(G)*G*′Lam~3~(G′)Factor3v1171749061151296344625433241280.253v4972412616018848282483640.403v51580648203906043320.6629812152431965132241.003x16350161973983161.002, 3x197398316495246041288.003x384510164972412616010.003v382463164972412616010.003x1566179032730988406751216.003x2000476603482704137746603108822.66

3.1.. Constructions {#s0003-0001}
-------------------

We consider again caterpillar and fan constructions. For the caterpillar we now need to glue two graphs by a common triangle. Similarly, we need a tetrahedron for the fan construction. For the generalized fan construction, we use the unique Geiringer graph with five vertices. For sake of completeness, we display the general formula for obtaining a lower bound on *M*~3~(*n*) with the generalized 3D-fan construction; the formula is completely analogous to ([3](#m0003){ref-type="disp-formula"}): $$\begin{array}{ccl}
{M_{3}\left( n \right)} & \geqslant & {2^{(n - |W|)\!\!\!\!\!\!\mspace{600mu}\operatorname{mod}\;(|V| - |W|)} \cdot {Lam}_{3}\left( H \right)} \\
 & & {\cdot \left( \frac{{Lam}_{3}\left( G \right)}{{Lam}_{3}\left( H \right)} \right)^{\!\lfloor(n - |W|)/(|V| - |W|)\rfloor}\left( n \geqslant \middle| W \middle| \right).} \\
\end{array}$$

3.2.. Lower bounds for *M*~3~(*n*) {#s0003-0002}
----------------------------------

In order[](#t0006 t0007){ref-type="table"}to get good lower bounds, we need particular Geiringer graphs that have a large number of embeddings. We computed the 3D-Laman numbers of all Geiringer graphs with up to *n* = 10 vertices. For each *n*, we have identified the (unique) Geiringer graph with the highest number of embeddings. These numbers are given in [Table 6](#t0006){ref-type="table"}. The corresponding graphs for 6 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 10 are shown in [Figure 14](#f0014 f0015){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 14.Geiringer graphs with 6 ⩽ *n* ⩽ 10 vertices; for each *n* the (unique) graph with maximal number of embeddings is depicted. The corresponding 3D-Laman numbers *M*~3~(*n*) are given in [Table 6](#t0006){ref-type="table"} (encodings see [Table 16](#t0016){ref-type="table"}).Figure 15.Growth rates of the lower bounds (red = caterpillar construction, blue = fan construction, green = generalized fan construction).Table 6.Minimal and maximal 3D-Laman number among all *n*-vertex Geiringer graphs; the row labeled with "min" contains the lowest 3D-Laman number which is found by computation. The row labeled with "upper" contains the bounds from \[[@cit0001]\].*n*6789101112min816244876  *M*~3~(*n*)16481606402560  upper402241344844854,912366,0802,489,344

In \[[@cit0009]\], lower and upper bounds for the 1-skeleta of simplicial polyhedra are computed. They also use an extension of Henneberg steps to the three-dimensional case. However, they form just a subset of the Henneberg steps presented here. From [Table 7](#t0007){ref-type="table"} ([Figure 11](#f0011){ref-type="fig"}), we can see the bound of 2.51984^*n*^ obtained in \[[@cit0009]\] and the improvements obtained in this paper. By instantiating Formula ([4](#m0004){ref-type="disp-formula"}) with the last Laman graph in [Figure 14](#f0014){ref-type="fig"}, which has 10 vertices and 3D-Laman number 2560, we obtain the following theorem. Table 7.Growth rates (rounded) of the lower bounds. The encodings for the graphs can be found at: caterpillar ([Table 16](#t0016){ref-type="table"}), fan ([Table 17](#t0017){ref-type="table"}), generalized fan ([Table 18](#t0018){ref-type="table"}).*n*caterpillarfangeneralized fan62.519842---72.632152.51984282.759462.632152.5198492.935602.951552.82843103.068253.066812.95155 Table 8.Graph encodings for the graphs with maximal Laman number (see [Figure 6](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}).*n*Graph encodingLaman number67916247126999556817098921413691117798955334410477844073459388011181207822058383482288122525900617199136326180 Table 9.Graph encodings for the graphs in *T*(*n*) (see [Figure 7](#f0007){ref-type="fig"}).*n*Graph encodingLaman number12757486969329934592595213310207981084868315545615,056141239311343340105619768934439,69615101535867160732294622504828928105,38416283980994531838217547205604229120277,8641765135173642079980743135145171586662400731,3361890610920565035162363929311376331621344379211,953,816 Table 10.Graph encodings for the graphs in *S*(*n*) from [Figure 9](#f0009){ref-type="fig"}.*n*Graph encodingLaman number13273159777158483625782415,53614393263143091637053424076942,7801594091005932357252120217796609112,75216892527555716690691964688718172672312,6361797035633928660816927022803757023440896870,4141811324783302399735287114510618729883632355842,237,312 Table 11.Graph encodings for graphs which contain the triangle as subgraph and have high Laman number.*n*Graph encodingLaman number1351784436755168551120015,26814846521352726942890434561240,08817345610641065361531620368566406763765761,953,816 Table 12.Graph encodings for the graphs from [Figure 10](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} and further graphs which contain the 4-vertex Laman graph as subgraph and have high Laman number.*n*Graph encodingLaman number712757548876541831129119874225772881026665598300033688111822624375561392017601257080320167818985484486413184535941245233294952012,61614211643371601093197352348832,9841536644264850710510144824489166683,792161054776952932226148552313881544736224,97617260539761471154896904085679883542331426570,544 Table 13.Laman graphs which have the 5-vertex graph with encoding 254 as subgraph.*n*Graph encodingLaman number633261671906863282107993269692704700489422410220302198846576115114121098826891376122708148197691850253648132585030414085585133728947214635653934719898813230695624,75215110920001855749353534801840539262,416165598668013338146547621855406197248168,25617176789006904155934327358957938973624416433,920 Table 14.Laman graphs which have the 5-vertex graph with encoding 223 and 239 as subgraph, respectively.*n*Graph encodingLaman numberGraph encodingLaman number6125111610479167111335321038053286419031961233929596981296055122410240722712241020915151491357622135053651957611110640260854593137618441562579184833137612376166177049255313613648210470111530483440713648 Table 15.Laman graphs which have the three-prism with encoding 7916 as subgraph.*n*Graph encodingLaman number71204784886475132969519466080572881018284890201676672115366995734673421172812523614257391638273412813206630587126825276624110,944144019730375842041129351014428,416156190336808906291745761388137670,6561611358585136343922383033065301099552177,4081733233417861308024077754506274593047824486,528 Table 16.Graph encodings for the Geiringer graphs with maximal 3D-Laman number (see [Figure 14](#f0014){ref-type="fig"}).*n*Graph encoding3D-Laman number46325511461635016751580648849724126160973459710576401035594875920832560 Table 17.Graph encodings for the Geiringer graphs which contain the tetrahedron.*n*Graph encoding3D-Laman number5511467679872579113281655999196940766655074481048944502176031664 Table 18.Graph encodings for the Geiringer graphs which contain the double tetrahedron.*n*Graph encoding3D-Laman number67679872370551681493797564938164887119256103168405805643896

The maximal Laman number *M*~3~(*n*) satisfies $$M_{3}\left( n \right) \geqslant 2^{(n - 3)\!\!\!\!\!\!\mspace{600mu}\operatorname{mod}\; 7} \cdot 2560^{\lfloor(n - 3)/7\rfloor}.$$This means *M*~3~(*n*) grows at least as $\left( \!\sqrt[7]{2560} \right)^{n}$ which is approximately 3.06825^*n*^. In other words $\left( \!\sqrt[7]{2560} \right)^{n} \in \mathcal{O}\left( M_{3}\left( n \right) \right)$.

4.. Conclusion {#s0004}
==============

By exploiting state-of-the-art methods, we gave some new bounds on the maximal possible number of realizations of rigid graphs for a given number of vertices. Further systematic computations would exceed reasonable time constraints. The results obtained by our analysis give of course rise to further research. It is still an open problem how graphs which have the maximal number of realizations can be classified, and how to bound this number:

Find an upper bound *b~n~* \< 4^*n*\ −\ 2^ such that Lam~2~(G) ⩽ b~n~ for all Laman graphs *G* with *n* vertices.

From our data, we observe that (for *n* ⩽ 12) there is always a unique graph *G*~*n*,\ max ~ on *n* vertices that achieves the maximal Laman number among all graphs with *n* vertices.

For each *n* ⩾ 2, there is a unique Laman graph *G*~*n*,\ max ~ with *n* vertices and with the property Lam~2~(G~n,\ max ~) = M~2~(n). Similarly for *M*~3~(*n*).

Also the relation of Henneberg steps to the increase of the number of realizations is subject of further research:

Find lower and upper bounds for the factor ${Lam}\left( G^{'} \right)/{Lam}\left( G \right)$ where *G*′ is constructed for a Laman graph *G* by a Henneberg step. By what we showed, the lower bound is smaller than or equal to 12/7 in 2D and 1/4 in 3D. The upper bound is bigger than or equal to 301/32 in 2D and 68/3 in 3D.

In dimension 2, we expect every Henneberg step to increase the Laman number by at least a factor of two. As mentioned above, this is still open for steps of type 2c.

For a Laman graph *G* with *n* vertices we have Lam~2~(G) ⩾ 2^n\ −\ 2^.

In dimension 3, this does definitely not hold any more, since the first line in [Table 5](#t0005){ref-type="table"} gives a counterexample. It would be interesting to know whether there is a lower bound on the Laman number in 3D.

Another direction of research is the study of real realizations, i.e., by considering labelings λ whose values are in $\mathbb{R}$ and embeddings into $\mathbb{R}^{d}$. In the 2D case, it is known that the ratio between the number of real and complex realizations can be arbitrarily close to 0, by exhibiting a particular graph (of eight vertices and Laman number 90), which provably cannot have as many real realizations as complex ones \[[@cit0015]\], and by gluing this graph arbitrarily often together.

Let *R*~2~(*G*) be the maximal (finite) number of different real realizations in $\mathbb{R}^{2}$ of a Laman graph *G* = (*V*, *E*), that can be achieved for some real labeling $\left. \lambda:E\rightarrow\mathbb{R} \right.$. Clearly, for a Laman graph *G* that is constructible by using only Henneberg steps of type 1, we have *R*~2~(*G*) = Lam~2~(G). But what can we say about the sequence $\left( \varphi_{n} \right){}_{n \geqslant 2}$ of quotients $$\varphi_{n}: = \frac{R_{2}\left( G_{n,\max} \right)}{M_{2}\left( n \right)},$$i.e., we are asking about the gap between real and complex realizations for graphs with maximal Laman number. From \[[@cit0006]\] we know that ϕ~*n*~ = 1 for *n* ⩽ 7, but does ϕ~*n*~ = 1 hold for all *n*? Probably not. Do we have lim~*n*\ →\ ∞~ϕ~*n*~ = 0, or does this limit approach a nonzero constant? Does the limit exist at all?

Similar questions can be posed for the three-dimensional case, where much less is known. A first step into this direction would be to answer the following question:

Find a Geiringer graph that cannot have as many real realizations as complex realizations.

![](UEXM_A_1437851_UF0001_B){#uf0001}

In this[](#t0008 t0009 t0010 t0011 t0012 t0013 t0014 t0015 t0016 t0017 t0018){ref-type="table"}section, we present details on our graph encodings and collect the encodings of the graphs explaining the results and observations in the main part.

We represent a graph by the integer that is obtained by flattening the upper right triangle of its adjacency matrix and interpreting this binary sequence as an integer. Note that the adjacency matrix will always have zeros on the main diagonal, and hence we consider only entries above the main diagonal.

Note, that isomorphic graphs might be represented by different numbers in this way. Hence, for our computations we used some normal form, which is not necessary to explain in detail here. The conversion from a number to a graph does not depend on this normal form.

[^1]: Color versions of one or more of the figures in the article can be found online at [www.tandfonline.com/uexm](www.tandfonline.com/uexm).

[^2]: As Hilda Pollaczek-Geiringer had already worked on rigid graphs in 2D and 3D \[[@cit0021], [@cit0022]\], long before Gerard Laman \[[@cit0017]\].
